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Hard rock and heavy metal Hard rock is a subgenre of rock music. It has
many features, the most common of which are the distortion and

roughness of the guitars and the use of a bass guitar or double bass.
These features are used to play "heavy" chords—power chords that use

notes one or more steps (semitones) away from the natural notes.
Modern hard rock music typically blends features of a number of

different musical genres, including rhythm and blues, soul, country, and
heavy metal. Its development came in the late 1960s, with the more

radical bands of the era, particularly the original version of Led Zeppelin
and Deep Purple, and Black Sabbath. Hard rock and heavy metal are

most popular in North America and Western Europe. The most famous
hard rock band in the United States is the hard rock band Led Zeppelin,
which began playing in 1968 and was popular in the 1970s and 1980s.
While the term "heavy metal" usually refers to a subgenre of rock, it is
also used more loosely to refer to any metal music that uses hard rock,
heavy metal, or punk-like features. Hard rock and heavy metal emerged

in the 1960s and 1970s, and have influenced many genres of music.
Another popular rock genre is the pop rock, which originated in the

1950s. Rock music Popular music was originally created and distributed
by commercial recording companies, but by the 1950s, a new form of

popular music began to emerge that defied such concerns and is known
as rock music. The term "rock and roll" was coined as an urban youth

music and dance form in the United States in the 1950s. It was derived
from the instrumental backing of the singer Johnny Ace, who is claimed
to have been one of the first performers to introduce an electric guitar-
based rock music rhythm. Ace's style of playing a rockabilly-influenced

guitar, combined with the sound of an amplifying rhythm machine and a
small vocal group, was the basis for rock and roll. Hard rock vs. heavy
metal Main article: Hard rock and heavy metal Hard rock and heavy
metal are subgenres of rock music, and each subgenre has its own

individual characteristics. This includes a stylistic element. Hard rock
often uses distorted or overdriven guitars, while heavy metal uses heavy

bass and drums. A defining aspect is the use of harder, or "heavy",
chords. This creates a "heavy" sound and often a
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